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Abstract 

Background: A growing literature focuses on reasons behind achievement goal endorsement, and 

mastery-approach goals (MG) specifically, and how these reasons influence academic performance. 

Past research provides evidence that student-level social value-related reasons behind MG moderate 

the MG-performance link in adolescents and young adults. However, we ignore whether this 

moderation is best conceived of as a student-level effect (i.e., students’ social value-related reasons), a 

class-level effect (i.e., influence of class-dependent contextual social value), or both.  

Aims: This research aims at understanding the moderation of the MG-performance link by social 

value from a multilevel account, which is novel, as the student-level has been the default level so far.  

Sample: The study was conducted on a sample of 436 primary school students, from 3rd to 6th grade. 

Methods: Students completed a MG scale adapted to their French classes under different instructions: 

standard, social desirability (answer to be viewed as likeable by your teacher), social utility (answer to 

be viewed as successful by your teacher), along with a dictation to measure performance, and socio-

demographic measures.  

Results: Results show that the moderation effect of social utility on the MG-dictation performance 

link is observed at the student level, but that the moderation by social desirability is best accounted for 

by class-level differences.   

Conclusions: It is important to consider a multilevel framework when examining reasons behind MG 

reports, including social value-related reasons, both for future research and teachers in the classroom. 

 

 Keywords: mastery-approach goals, social value, school performance, multilevel account, 
primary school 
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A Multilevel Account of Social Value-Related Reasons behind Mastery Goals 

 

Do students who declare being highly motivated to learn, actually learn and achieve better 

than those lower in such a motivation? Or is students’ self-reported level of mastery goals – the aim to 

learn and master the task – influenced by underlying reasons behind this report? A theory-driven and 

empirically robust literature has established that it is crucial to consider the social value-related 

reasons attached to self-reported mastery goals to understand when they are related to actual 

performance and when they are not. The present research extends previous studies to a sample of 

primary school students and provides the first test that disentangles the respective roles of student-

level and class-level social value reasons by using a multilevel design. 

The Underlying Reasons behind Achievement Goals’ Self-Reports 

Achievement goal research has established a distinction between mastery goals – with a focus 

on task- or self-related competence evaluation – and performance goals – with a focus on other- and 

appearance-related competence evaluation. A distinction has subsequently been made between 

approach and avoidance goals (Elliot & McGregor, 2001; Elliot & Murayama, 2008). Here we focus 

on mastery-approach goals (hereafter MG)1, because of a pervasive and interesting puzzle. Although 

MG are positively linked to a wealth of adaptive, learning-related outcomes, (e.g., Diseth, 2011; 

Poortvliet & Darnon, 2010; Harackiewicz et al., 2002; Senko et al., 2013; Senko et al., 2011; Sideridis 

& Kaplan, 2011), an inconsistent and overall rather weak link was found between MG and 

achievement (Hulleman et al., 2010; Huang, 2012).  

Research has thus focused on the reasons behind MG reports: Self-reported MG enlightens 

what students want to achieve in academic contexts – master the task, improve their learning – but 

does not inform about why students pursue these goals, that is, about the reasons behind goal 

endorsement (Sommet & Elliot, 2017; Vansteenkiste et al., 2014). Reasons behind achievement goals 

 
1 In the 3 x 2 framework (Elliot et al., 2011), the classical conceptualization of mastery is set aside. While the 3 x 
2 framework offers important clarifications with some respect, its recency and the abandonment of the mastery 
goal concept altogether make it currently difficult to integrate in the present research. Indeed, the body of 
literature we rely on has investigated reasons behind mastery-approach goals, but not behind the goals 
reconceptualized in the 3 x 2 framework.  
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can be examined through the lens of different frameworks (Dompnier et al., 2009; Dompnier et al., 

2015; Sommet & Elliot, 2017; Smeding et al., 2015; Vansteenkiste et al., 2014; Vansteenkiste et al., 

2010). Here, we turn to the social value literature to predict when – and for whom – social value-

related reasons, at different levels of analyses, interact with MG reports to predict school performance.  

Self-Reported Mastery Goals in Academic Context: A Social Value Approach  

From a teacher’s perspective, promoting MG among students is highly desirable to foster 

progress and skill acquisition. As a result, MG are highly valued by teachers, and students know this 

(Darnon et al., 2009). From a student’s perspective, this knowledge is adaptive, as students reporting 

endorsing MG should be positively judged by their teachers on the two fundamental dimensions of 

social judgment (Abele et al., 2008). These two dimensions, social desirability (or warmth) and social 

utility (or competence) respectively refer to (a) individuals’ ability to satisfy motivations of the 

members of a social group and the extent to which individuals are liked; (b) individuals’ ability to 

satisfy functional constraints of a given social environment, and the degree to which they can succeed 

in this environment (Beauvois, 2003; Beauvois & Dubois, 2009; Pansu & Dompnier, 2011). Thus, 

students may report MG in achievement contexts because they perceive them as desirable and/or as a 

means to succeed. 

When it comes to MG self-reports, students, on average, know how to respond to be positively 

judged on both dimensions in academic contexts (Dompnier et al., 2009, 2015; Smeding et al., 2015). 

In the self-presentation paradigm (Gilibert & Cambon, 2003; Jellison & Green, 1981; Ones & 

Viswesvaran, 1998), students complete a scale (here, a MG scale) according to three different 

instructions: Standard (report your own level of agreement), social desirability (answer the items to be 

viewed as likeable and popular by your teacher), and social utility (answer the items to be viewed as 

successful by your teacher). Consistently, average levels of reported MG are higher with social 

desirability and social utility instructions compared to standard instructions (Darnon et al., 2009; 

Dompnier et al., 2009; Smeding et al., 2015). Beyond averages, however, students differ in the extent 

to which they endorse these social value related reasons. Individual differences in underlying reasons 

result in variations regarding the psychological meaning of MG reports (Dompnier et al., 2013), and 

are therefore a robust moderator of the MG-performance link. The self-presentation paradigm allows 
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empirically assessing social value-related reasons and clarifying the psychological meaning of MG 

reports for students. 

Specifically, a same mean level of spontaneously (i.e., with standard instructions) reported 

MG does not have the same meaning depending on whether students report these goals to be liked by 

their teachers (social desirability reasons) and/or to succeed in academic contexts (social utility 

reasons). While endorsing MG for social desirability reasons would reflect a strategy based on a fake 

endorsement of these goals, endorsing MG for social utility reasons reflects a genuine commitment 

with these goals due to their perceived utility to reach success. Thus, level of spontaneously endorsed 

MG predicts performance, but to the extent that students perceive these goals low in social desirability 

and high in social utility. These moderations by individual differences in social value related reasons, 

replicated in different countries, in adolescent and young adult samples (Dompnier et al., 2009; 

Smeding et al., 2015), have contributed to understand why, on average, the MG-performance link is 

often weak, with some students truly believing in MG’s utility and others reporting them to be liked by 

teachers.  

A Multilevel Account of Social value-related Reasons  

Empirical research conducted so far on this issue has exclusively focused on student-level 

differences.  However, do these effects merely result from student-level differences or may they in part 

be accounted for by class-level moderation? The student- versus class-level issue is far from being 

trivial: While student-level moderation may be understood as a specific type of student-level reason 

behind MG reports (Vansteenkiste et al., 2014), class-level moderation stems from a different, 

context-dependent level, and is best understood from a social value perspective. Our objective here is 

to provide a critical test on the origin of the observed moderation effects, by testing both student- and 

class-level effects through a multilevel account. 

From a social value perspective, social desirability and social utility reflect reasons that do not 

correspond to the same level of analysis: While social utility reasons reflect a students’ individual 

belief regarding the efficacy of MG to reach academic success, social desirability reasons reflect 

students’ adjustment to a specific normative context, created by the teacher in charge of the class. 

Given that teachers could vary in the way they promote MG and like students who strongly endorse 
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MG, students could vary across classes in the degree to which they endorse these goals to please their 

teachers (social desirability). We can therefore expect social desirability’s moderating effect to be 

more context-dependent than social utility’s moderating effect. Consequently, we expected social 

desirability and social utility reasons to moderate the link between MG and performance at two 

distinct levels: a student-level moderation of social utility, because it reflects the extent to which 

students believe MG are useful for academic attainment (H1); and, since social desirability should be 

more context-dependent, a class-level moderation (H2). Our target multilevel model thus aimed at 

simultaneously testing student-level moderation for social utility and class-level moderation for social 

desirability on the (student-level) MG-performance link.  

These moderation hypotheses were tested in primary school for two reasons. First, since past 

research investigated these moderations at the student-level among high school and university students 

(Dompnier et al., 2009; Smeding et al., 2015), testing these effects among younger students would 

provide relevant information about their level of generalization across age groups. Second, contrary to 

high school and university students, who are confronted with as many teachers as disciplines in their 

program, primary school students have only one referent teacher during the academic year. In such 

class context, social desirability’s moderation effect should appear as a contextual effect related to the 

class environment given that students from the same class would like to be appreciated by the same 

target, that is their common referent teacher. 

Present Research 

The study was conducted in a primary school, with students from grade 3 to 6 completing a 

grade-adapted performance measure, a MG scale adapted to their French classes under standard, social 

desirability, and social utility instructions, their level in French along with demographics. Preliminary 

analyses assessed whether the use of multilevel models was required to integrate the nested structure 

of data. Following an iterative process, main analyses subsequently tested several nested models (i) 

Model 1, with covariates only, to test the relevance of including several control variables which ought 

to be meaningfully related to dictation performance (i.e., evidence for criterion-related validity); (ii) 

Model 2, which additionally included MG under standard instructions (at class- and student-levels) to 

test classical assumptions of achievement goal research – that is, a direct link between MG and 
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performance; (iii) Model 3, which tested our main predictions, and thus additionally included class-

level perceptions of MG social desirability and student-level perceptions of MG social utility; and (iv) 

Model 4, serving as a final check, which tested the additional moderation effect of student-level 

perceptions of social desirability, which may be observed independently of its expected class-level 

moderation. 

 Method 

Participants 

Data for this cross-sectional study were collected in a single primary school located in a 

French-speaking Swiss canton at the beginning of the school year (fall). All 3rd (n = 101, Mage = 8.02), 

4th (n = 112, Mage = 9.11), 5th (n = 107, Mage = 10.26) and 6th (n = 116, Mage = 11.23) graders were 

included in the study (for a total of 23 classes), resulting in a total sample of 436 primary school 

students. The school authorities and teachers approved of the research, and only students who received 

parental consent participated in the study. However, data for 22 students were excluded from the 

analyses due to missing data on the dictation test. The final sample was composed of 414 students 

(196 girls, 217 boys, 1 unreported; 85 3rd graders, 108 4th graders, 106 5th graders, and 115 6th graders). 

Sample size was thus determined by the number of students present during data collection. No other 

data exclusions were applied, and analyses were performed only once data for the entire sample were 

collected. 

Procedure and measures 

Performance measure. As our aim was to have a standardized measure of performance in 

French which was customary to do for students, assessed learning without requiring specific 

preparation or homework, a dictation test was a good candidate. To limit students’ cognitive fatigue 

and homogenize test taking duration across classes, participants first completed the dictation in 

French. Two dictations were used, which varied in difficulty. One was designed for 3rd and 4th 

graders, and one for 5th and 6th graders. Because the two dictations were devised based on official 

learning requirements for, respectively, 4th and 6th graders, they should be more difficult for 3rd and 5th 

graders, respectively. This choice was made in accordance with schoolteachers and was justified to 

avoid a ceiling effect which should have limited variance for upper-grade students (4th and 6th). A floor 
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effect was less likely given the continuous nature of our performance indicator, that is, number of 

errors on the dictation, with higher values indicating more errors (and thus lower performance). Given 

these features, part of the variance on dictation performance is expected to be explained by grade 

level, which will be tested by including grade levels as class-level covariates in the multilevel models.   

Mastery goal scale under standard, social desirability, and social utility instructions adapted 

to French classes. After the dictation, students completed, among other measures to prevent suspicion, 

the validated French version (Darnon & Butera, 2005) of the MG (approach) subscale of Elliot and 

McGregor’s (2001) achievement-goal scale (3 items, 7-point rating scale; e.g., “to learn as much as 

possible’’).2 These items were completed three times: in a standard condition (“indicate your own 

level of agreement”), always presented first to obtain an uncontaminated measure of a priori 

endorsement, and then according to two within-participants conditions (order counterbalanced across 

participants): social desirability (‘‘indicate your level of agreement (…) with a view to presenting 

yourself as someone who is likely to be appreciated by your teacher’’) and social utility (‘‘indicate 

your level of agreement (…) with a view to presenting yourself to your teacher as someone who is 

likely to succeed in his or her studies’’). Social desirability and utility instructions were those used in 

previous research (e.g., Dompnier et al., 2009; Smeding et al., 2015) and are fully described as 

Supporting Information, along with some procedural adaptations for the younger students.  

Self-assessment in French and demographics. Upon completion of the main questionnaire, 

students reported their perceived level in French on an 11-point scale (0 = I am very bad at French 

classes; 10 = I am very good at French classes). This measure was included to serve as a proxy for 

academic ability and to control for individual differences in prior achievement level (see Dompnier et 

al., 2009; Smeding et al., 2015). It will be included as a student-level covariate in the multilevel 

models and can be expected to be meaningfully related to dictation performance. Students finally 

reported their age, grade level, and gender. 

Results 

 
2 In addition to mastery goal items, performance goal items (approach and avoidance) were also included in the 
present study. Since they were not relevant for the present project and given the number of factors already 
included in our focal Model, these additional items were not included for analytical purposes. 
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Preliminary analyses and variable treatment. R software was used for data processing and 

estimation, with appropriate packages for multilevel models (nlme, emmeans). We performed a series 

of preliminary analyses which supported the use of multilevel models to adequately integrate the nested 

structure of data collected on the dictation (ICC1 = .30). Based on these models, we extracted within-

class residuals for student-level predictor variables (MG scores under the three types of instructions, and 

self-assessments in French, all centered on their respective class/group means) to remove the between-

class component and avoid redundancy in the residuals. We also computed two aggregated class-level 

variables for which reliability indicators could be considered as satisfactory (Lance et al., 2006). Indeed, 

consistent with the theoretical distinction we propose between social desirability and social utility 

reasons, MG under social desirability instructions showed between-class variability (ICC1 = .12) 

whereas MG under social utility did not (ICC1 = .01). A class-level predictor for MG under social 

desirability instructions was thus created (ICC2 = .71). In addition, since MG under standard instructions 

showed between-class variability (ICC1 = .13), a class-level predictor based on this variable was also 

computed (ICC2 = .73). No class-level predictor was computed for MG under social utility instructions 

given low reliability (ICC2 = .16). This preliminary analyses thus provide support to our theoretical 

rationale: Social utility reasons, with no associated between-class variability, seem to reflect individual-

level beliefs, whereas social desirability reasons are context-dependent. A full description of these 

preliminary analyses is provided as Supporting Information.  

Model with covariates only (Model 1). Overall, analyses supported the relevance of this 

covariates-only model, which included three level 2 variables – one to contrast grades 3/4 (-1) with 

grades 5/6 (+1), one to contrast grade 3 (-1) with grade 4 (+1), one to contrast grade 5 (-1) with grade 

6 (+1) – and one level 1 variable, namely, residuals for self-assessments in French. Results showed a 

better fit for the model with level 2 and level 1 covariates compared to a model without covariates 

(likelihood ratio test), χ2(4) = 146, p < .0001. In addition, the relevant level 2 and level 1 covariates 

meaningfully accounted for part of the variation observed on the focal criterion – number of errors - 
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and were retained as covariates in subsequent models.3 An extended version of the results pertaining 

to Model 1 is provided as Supporting Information. 

Model adding MG under standard instructions only (Model 2). This model aimed at testing a 

classical assumption of MG, that is, a direct link between MG and performance. This model included 

the aforementioned covariates plus MG under standard instructions, at the student and class levels to 

adequately model the nested structure of the data. This model hence tested whether mere MG 

endorsement – at the student and class levels – was sufficient to account for students’ dictation 

performance. Results showed that, besides the aforementioned covariates – which remained significant 

predictors of performance (as in Model 1) – neither MG at the student-level, t(387) = - 1.71, p = .09, 

nor MG at the class level were significantly related to number of errors, t(18) = 0.74, p = .47. The 

interaction between student-level and class-level MG was not significant either, t(387) = - 0.75, p = 

.46. Consistently, model comparison did not indicate a better fit for Model 2 as compared to Model 1 

(including covariates only), χ2(4) = 5.94, p = .20. 

Focal model for hypothesis testing (Model 3). Model 3 was our focal model regarding the 

hypothesized moderating roles of MG social value. We therefore additionally entered, at the student-

level, MG under social utility instructions, and at the class-level, MG under social desirability 

instructions, along with relevant two- and three-way interactions. In accordance with the theoretical 

rationale, Model 3 was designed to test the moderating role of MG under social desirability 

instructions at the class level (focal interaction between student-level MG under standard instructions 

and class-level MG under social desirability instructions), and the moderating role of MG under social 

utility instructions at the student-level (focal interaction between student-level MG under standard 

instructions and social utility instructions), along with relevant interactions. Table 1(class-level) and 

Table 2 (student-level) report correlations for variables of this Model 3, and Table 3 results of the 

multilevel analyses.  

 
3 The use of performance-related covariates is common practice in educational psychology – and even 
consensual for some (e.g., Marks, 2021) - because it absorbs meaningful variance on the DV and allows proper 
examination of other variables net of pre-existing individual differences. We partitioned variance using a linear 
model for Model 1. Results indicate that 43% of variance was explained by these four covariates and, 
importantly, distributed as follows: 18% for contrast grades 3 vs. 4, 14% for self-assessments in French, 6% for 
contrast grades 3/4 vs. 5/6, and 5% for contrast grades 5 vs. 6. 
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Besides the covariates, which remained significantly related to dictation performance, adding 

the aforementioned student and class-level variables in Model 3 resulted in a significant effect of MG 

under standard instructions at the student level, t(381) = - 1.99, p < .05, d = -.18, signaling less errors 

when level of MG increases (effect sizes correspond to an equivalent of Cohen’s d). More importantly 

regarding moderation, this student-level relationship was moderated by MG reported under social 

utility instructions at the student level, t(381) = -2.39, p < .05, d = -.22, as predicted in H1. To further 

examine this two-way interaction, we estimated simple slopes at different meaningful values of the 

moderator. These analyses reveal that the negative link between level of MG under standard 

instructions and number of errors was significant for students perceiving this goal as high in social 

utility (+ 1 SD), b = -2.83, t(381) = -3.09, p < .01, but not for those perceiving this goal as low in 

social utility (- 1SD), b = -.01, t(381) = -.01, p = .99. Thus, at the student-level, perceiving MG as 

socially useful allowed students to benefit, in terms of dictation performance, from higher levels of 

MG reported under standard instructions. These findings are reported in Figure 1. 

In addition to this student-level two-way interaction, results indicate that student-level MG 

under standard instructions were moderated by class-level MG under social desirability instructions, 

t(381) = 2.18, p < .05, d = 0.67, as predicted in H2. Further examining this student-level by class-level 

two-way interaction effect, analyses signal that the negative link between MG under standard 

instructions and number of errors was significant in classes where this goal was perceived as low in 

social desirability (- 1 SD), b = -3.19, t(381) = -2.68, p < .01, but not in classes where this goal was 

perceived as high in social desirability (+ 1SD), b = .34, t(381) = .36, p = .72. Students thus benefit, in 

terms of dictation performance, from higher levels of MG under standard instructions if they belong to 

classes where these goals are perceived as low in social desirability. These findings are reported in 

Figure 2. Finally, a three-way interaction effect indicates that this two-way interaction depended on 

class-level perceptions of MG under standard instructions, t(381) = 2.21, p  < .05, d = 1.17. More 

precisely, it is only in classes where MG are highly endorsed (+1SD) that the moderation by class-

level endorsement under social desirability instructions is significant, b = 9.12, t(381) = 2.56, p < .05, 

and not in classes where MG are endorsed to a lower extent (-1SD), b = 1.62, t(381) = .71, p = .48. 

Results are reported in Figure 1 of the Supporting Information. Model comparison indicates a better fit 
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for Model 3 as compared to Model 2, χ2(8) = 19.2, p < .05, signaling the relevance of including the 

aforementioned moderators. 

Final check (Model 4). This model tested whether adding student-level perceptions of MG 

social desirability did account for additional variance on number of errors, that is, over and above the 

focal moderators included in Model 3. Results are detailed as Supporting Information and signal that 

perceptions of social desirability at the student level did not have an additional moderation effect to 

the one observed at the class level. 

Discussion 

 The present research aimed at examining the moderation effects of social value on the MG-

performance link at the class- and student-levels. It hence offers a multilevel account of a phenomenon 

previously conceptualized and tested at the student (individual)-level only. Our focal multilevel model 

simultaneously tested class-level moderation for social desirability and student-level moderation for 

social utility on the (student-level) MG-performance link. Through iterative model comparisons, the 

main results attest the relevance of taking class- and student-level variables into consideration when 

examining moderation of the MG-performance link by social value-related reasons. Consistent with 

expectations, social utility moderation is best conceived of at the student-level and social desirability 

moderation at the class-level, with no additional moderation of student-level perceptions of social 

desirability.  

Extending previous findings in other samples, results replicate the student-level moderation 

effect of social utility on the MG-performance link at the primary school level: As predicted in H1, 

higher (versus lower) student-level perceptions of social utility allowed students to benefit from high 

MG endorsement. Endorsing MG for reasons pertaining to their usefulness for academic success thus 

supports performance, as early on as primary school. Regarding moderation by social desirability, the 

present findings are of primary importance as they operate at the class-level only: As predicted in H2, 

lower (as opposed to higher) class-level (but not student-level) perceptions of MG social desirability 

allowed students to benefit, in terms of performance, from high MG endorsement. A three-way 

interaction revealed that this is especially the case if MG were also high at the class level. This result 

sheds new light on previous conceptualizations pertaining to reasons behind MG reports, stemming 
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both from social value and goal complexes approaches, where the student-level account used to be the 

default (Dompnier et al., 2009; Sommet & Elliot, 2017; Smeding et al., 2015). Given this student-level 

effect in past research, we also tested the additional moderation effect of student-level perceptions of 

social desirability. Findings do not support this pattern, indicating that among primary school students, 

the moderating effect of MG social desirability on the MG – performance link depended more on class 

contexts than on students’ individual differences in perceived MG social desirability.  

This result is not surprising given that in primary school only one teacher is in charge of all 

students of the same class during the year. In such context, between-class variabilities of MG social 

desirability can be considered as differences in the class climate created by each referent teacher: 

Classes with high(low) level of MG social desirability may indicate that their respective teacher 

appreciate more(less) students who endorse MG. Thus, depending on these class climates, students 

from the same class would be encouraged to a higher or lower extent to report endorsing MG for 

social desirability reasons, possibly without any genuine MG pursuit. Although not predicted a priori, 

the fact that the moderating effect of MG social desirability was stronger in classes that reported high 

level of MG endorsement is in line with this reasoning. On the one hand, MG predicted performance 

on the dictation test only when the class climate did not encourage MG for self-presentation purposes 

and when on average students strongly endorsed MG. On the other hand, classes in which MG were 

highly socially desirable and highly endorsed, students’ individual MG endorsement was emptied of 

its psychological meaning, leading to a loss of its association with performance. 

Results provide important guidance for teachers and educators: In their classroom, starting at 

an early age, they may convey the message that it is important to be motivated to learn and to progress 

because this fosters learning opportunities and achievement. They can do so either by telling students 

to endorse MG or by structuring the classwork so that what is really expected is that students progress 

and learn (i.e., goal structure, Meece et al., 2006). The present research suggests that the first option 

may be counterproductive because it could encourage students to endorse MG for the wrong reasons 

(social desirability). Organizing classroom work to encourage student engagement in learning for the 

sake of learning itself (e.g., rewarding progress instead of performance per se) – and not to gain the 

teacher's favor – may therefore be a more sustainable option. These educational implications are 
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important given that moderation effects were found on a sound and ecological behavioral measure of 

test performance. This was confirmed by analyses supporting criterion-related validity (i.e., pertaining 

to the grade-level and self-assessments variables) for dictation performance, with improvement from 

one grade to another which should stem from skill acquisition throughout the years. Although an 

emphasis on performance per se might be considered somewhat limiting, the importance of 

performance as an outcome – both for students’ future opportunities, and as a behavioral measure 

more difficult to bias than self-reports – is real (see also Senko, 2016). We therefore suggest that 

future research, in particular when it comes to other types of reasons behind MG reports, should pay 

particular attention to also include performance measures, and to incorporate the multilevel account 

offered by social value research to span a fuller range of reasons behind MG endorsement. 

Notwithstanding the present research’s contributions, limitations should be highlighted. First, 

although H2 predicted a class-level moderation for social desirability reasons, the observed three-way 

interaction revealed that this was especially the case if MG were also high at the class level (i.e., under 

standard instructions). This finding seems to signal the importance of classroom goal structures, a 

point that has been made by others (Meece et al., 2006). This result should be replicated in future 

studies and, in such an endeavor, it may be important to also include measures adapted from previous 

research focusing, for instance, on identifying instructional practices (e.g., Ames, 1992). This would 

allow pairing such practices with the explanatory power of class-level MG-related moderators in a 

multilevel model and help understanding why they impact the MG-achievement link. 

Second, the dictation test was completed before the students reported MG with the different 

instructions. This procedure was preferred to the opposite order (MG first followed by the dictation) to 

limit students’ fatigue, homogenize test taking duration across classes, and thus have an 

uncontaminated performance measure. Although perceived success on the dictation may have some 

influence on level of reported goals, goals measured or manipulated before the critical performance 

measure can certainly affect this outcome (see Van Yperen et al. 2015, for a meta-analysis on the 

impact of situationally induced achievement goals). As in our design, MG had to be reported three 

times during the same session, the risk of contaminating the critical performance measure therefore 

existed. In addition, and of critical importance, the present research should be fully considered in light 
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of previous studies on which the present one is based (Dompnier et al., 2009, 2015; Smeding et al., 

2015). Indeed, this past research either manipulated the social value associated with mastery goals or 

measured these goals several weeks or months before the final performance measure. The present 

results are both in line and extend these previous findings, supporting their robustness to procedural 

variations. Therefore, although the specific findings of the present study are limited in terms of 

generalizability - as all variables were focused on the French language domain – when included in the 

broader literature on social value-related reasons behind mastery goals, procedural variations do not 

seem to threaten the results pattern.    

Conclusion 

The present research adds a new stone to the growing literature on reasons behind 

achievement goals, and behind mastery(-approach) goals more specifically. Focusing on social-value 

related reasons behind MG from a student-level and class-level account, the present research shows 

that the previously observed moderation by social utility and social desirability on the MG-

performance link is observed early on, namely in primary school. Moreover, concerning social 

desirability in classroom settings, this moderation does not seem to result from student-level 

differences, which has been the default level of analysis thus far, but may be better accounted for by 

class-level differences. At a basic level, this highlights the importance of considering a multilevel 

framework when examining reasons behind MG reports. At the applied level, this provides important 

guidance for teachers as to how best promote MG in their classrooms to foster motivation and 

performance, namely, not by trying to convince their students that they would like them to endorse 

MG, but rather by structuring their class so that these goals (mastering the task and improving one’s 

ability) appear as a prerequisite for reaching success.  
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Figure 1  
Dictation performance as a function of student-level mastery goals with standard instructions 
and student-level mastery goals with social utility instructions, with 95% confidence bands. 
The lower the error score, the better the performance 
 

 
 
 
Figure 2 
Dictation performance as a function of student-level mastery goals with standard instructions 
and class-level mastery goals with social desirability instructions, with 95% confidence 
bands. The lower the error score, the better the performance
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Table 1  

Correlations for Class-Level Variables (N = 23) 

Predictors     M SD ContGrades ContGrad34 ContGrad56 MG MGSD 

MG 5.89 0.40 -.73** .06 -.21 -  

MGSD 6.37 0.33 -.80** .06 -.20 .82** - 

Note. ContGrades contrasts grades 3/4 (-1) with grades 5/6 (+1), ContGrad34 contrasts grade 3 (-1) with grade 4 (+1), ContGrad56 contrasts 

grade 5 (-1) with grade 6 (+1), MG = mastery goals standard instructions, MGSD = mastery goals social desirability instructions. ** p < .01 

Table 2 

Correlations for Student-Level Variables (N = 414) 

Predictors     M SD 1 2 3 4 

1.SelfAssFrench 7.12 1.92 -    

2.MG 5.89 0.97 .43** -   

3.MGSD 6.37 0.82 0.24** 0.47** -  

4.MGSU 6.54 0.82 0.24** 0.32** 0.50** - 

Note. SelfAssFrench = student-level self-assessments in French, MG = mastery goals standard instructions, MGSD = mastery goals social 
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desirability instructions, MGSU = mastery goals social utility instructions. ** p < .01 
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Table 3 

Results of the Focal Multilevel Model (Model 3) Predicting Error Scores on Dictation, Including Relevant Class-Level (Level 2) and Student-Level (Level 1 

Within-Class Residuals) Variables 

Variables b/β SE Df t p 

Class-level (CL) 

Contrast grades 3/4 vs. 5/6 

 

-3.50/ -.32 

 

.73 

 

16 

 

-4.83 

 

<.001 

Contrast grades 3 vs. 4 

Contrast grades 5 vs. 6 

Mastery Goals Standard (CL-MGS) 

Mastery Goals Social Desirability (CL-MGSD) 

-7.24/-.45 

-3.58/-.24 

2.01/.07 

-3.05/-.09 

.60 

.64 

1.92 

2.53 

16 

16 

16 

16 

-12.13 

-5.62 

1.05 

-1.21 

<.001 

<.001 

.31 

.25 

Student-level (SL)  

Residuals self-assessments (SL-SA) 

Residuals Mastery Goals Standard (SL-MGS) 

 

-1.95/-.34 

-1.42/-.12 

 

.24 

.71 

 

381 

381 

 

-8.13 

-1.99 

 

<.001 

.05 
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Residuals Mastery Goals Social Utility (SL-MGSU) 

Interactions  

SL-MGS x CL-MGS 

SL-MGS x CL-MGSD 

CL-MGS x CL-MGSD 

SL-MGS x SL-MGSU 

SL-MGS x SL-SA 

SL-MGSU x SL-SA 

SL-MGS x CL-MGS x CL-MGSD 

SL-MGS x SL-MGSU x SL-SA 

-.92/-.07 

 

-2.25/-.07 

5.37/.15 

-1.96/-.02 

-1.73/-.19 

.10/.02 

.13/.02 

9.31/.13 

-.41/-.14 

.63 

 

2.02 

2.46 

3.53 

.73 

.24 

.28 

4.22 

.23 

381 

 

381 

381 

16 

381 

381 

381 

381 

318 

-1.45 

 

-1.11 

2.18 

-.56 

-2.39 

.40 

.47 

2.21 

-1.77 

.15 

 

.27 

.03 

.59 

.02 

.69 

.64 

.03 

.08 

      

 


